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Scratch is the wildly popular educational programming language used by millions of first-time
learners in classrooms, libraries, and homes worldwide. By dragging together colorful blocks of
code, kids quickly learn computer programming concepts and make cool games and
animations.In Super Scratch Programming Adventure!, kids learn programming fundamentals as
they make their very own playable video games. They'll create projects inspired by classic
arcade games that can be programmed (and played!) in an afternoon. The book's patient, step-
by-step explanations of the code and fun programming challenges will have kids creating their
own games in no time.This full-color comic book makes programming concepts like flow control,
subroutines, and data types effortless to absorb. Packed with ideas for games that kids will be
proud to show off, Super Scratch Programming Adventure! is the perfect first step for the
budding programmer.

An Excerpt from the Foreword"Scratch is more than a piece of software. It is part of a broader
educational mission. We designed Scratch to help young people prepare for life in today's fast-
changing society. As young people create Scratch projects, they are not just learning how to
write computer programs. They are learning to think creatively, reason systematically, and work
collaboratively—essential skills for success and happiness in today's world.As you read this
book, let your imagination run wild. What will you create with Scratch?"—Professor Mitchel
Resnick, Director, MIT Scratch Team, MIT Media LabReview"Walks readers through a series of
extremely well-designed game-design projects...a gentle learning curve for mastering Scratch’s
many powerful features."—Boing Boing"With endless educational possibilities, this resource is a
must for any STEM or STEAM collection."—Booklist"This book is superb. A terrific resource for
middle or higher grade educators who are looking for great Scratch projects that align to other
content areas."—EdSurgeAbout the AuthorThe Learning through Engineering, Art, and Design
(LEAD) Project is an educational initiative established to encourage the development of creative
thinking through the use of technology. Created by The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups
in collaboration with the MIT Media Lab, the LEAD project promotes hands-on, design-based
activities to foster innovation, problem solving skills, and technical literacy.Read more
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James Earl Carter, “Great great book for 8 to 14 year olds.. Learn by doing simple games. This
is not a book that teaches programming concepts. It just shows you some really simple games
you can construct yourself. But key elements of modern programming are there: blocks, event
dispatch, listeners, along with usual variables and control statements. The language scratch
makes it easy to write these since you cut and past graphic elements and fill in the blanks (loop
limits or comparisons). This book gives you a series of 9 games to write and gives you the
code. the games are simple but just what kids like: sprites move around and interact with
objects in a single window. I sat with my kids after the first couple chapters once they were
hooked to give them concepts like dont' re-write a simmilar peice of code when you already have
a debugged one you could cut and past. I explained the idea of why we separate a listener and
event (the book doesn't explain the abstraction just the practical use of them, since you have to
have the sprite objects send messages to each other when they do something). They
immediately got the idea of X and Y coordinates from this when they had struggled with that in
homework.I have to say I was not impressed with the book when I first flipped through it. it
seemed too simple. But I recalled that I learned when I was little from a game book too. But
Holy cow! I was surprised when this went down as easy as a bowl of fruit loops. The kids think
of programming as a game now and beg to get more programming time instead of their other
video games. They write their own code for fun then and it's of course terrible in design-- then we
sit together and try to think of a better design. perfect! So this book knows its audience better
than I did. A great stand alone tool and a gateway drug for parental involvement in fun with
learning.The book's physical construction is nice too. It's sturdy since your little one is going to
be bending this thing open while they refer to it during their coding. It has extended flaps on the
front and back which can help it stay open and mark pages. and it's heavy weight glossy paper.
There is a thread linking all the games as a series of cartoon adventures of a main character. It's
pretty dopey but my kids loved it and eplained at length to me how the games fit the story. So
again the authors new their readers. While as an adult I would have wanted more than 9 games
this seemed to be just the right size as not to be intimidating. My kids competed a little for
bragging rights on what level (chapter) they were on. If it had been longer that could have gotten
out of hand with no chance to catch up.  But this was just right.  Now were's the next book???”

Margot Vigeant, “Hit the "I wanna make my own games!" market head-on. Mother of an 11yo son
here. He said "I'd really like to learn to program so I can make my own games.Can I do that?"I
considered the following before discovering this book (via BoingBoing) - Alice (what, until
recently, we used at my University); Mindstorms (modified LabVIEW); actual old-school
command-line BASIC or similar ('cause that's what I speak). However, Alice spends way too
much time in the uncanny valley, Mindstorms takes a while to debug (run, watch the robot hit a
wall, troubleshoot, debug, run......), doesn't really get you to games and is also very abstract,



and I wanted something he could do on his own without my help.Enter Super Scratch - this
language and this book are aimed precisely at kids who are out to create games. It's games
from page 1, you can see the programmer's self-efficacy grow immediately. My son spun off on
his own after lesson ~4, saying he 'sees how it works' now. He's still working his way through the
book, but he's doing 'jazz' on top of the lessons. It's cool.This is a good introduction to
algorithmic thinking and common structures like "while" loops. An amusing by-product is that my
son has said he prefers designing board-games now, as the instructions don't have to be as
precise for humans as for machines. He gets it!Yes, we could have used free online resources to
learn Scratch, but having it laid out in a logical, appropriately paced, and non-distracting manner
is a plus for the book over the Internet. Further, he enjoys the self-consciously cheesy story lines
that frame the problems. That being said, I don't think I'd use this book with anyone over the age
of 12 (at least until they're 20 and can appreciate irony better).”

S. Townsend, “Love it. My 8 year old daughter had been wanting to learn programming, and after
searching the internet, we decided Scratch would be the way to go. We purchased this book
based on the great reviews it received on Amazon, and I can only agree with all of the positives
expressed here. My daughter and I both love this guide! Its clear and logical presentation of
code and concepts makes game programming accessible and exciting. In fact, it makes it so
approachable that we have purchased a copy for her 3rd grade teachers and I have even agreed
to teach a 4 session "Programming in Scratch" elective to 16 kids in her class (yikes!). The only
tiny downside to this is that this guide is for Scratch version 1.4 rather than 2.0, so there are a
few small changes/substitutions to code that need to be made... but seriously they are very
minor and the "fix" in each case is pretty obvious. Overall fantastic book... Highly recommended
for any child or teen that wants to get started programming. I would even recommend this to
adults. It has allowed me to overcome/eliminate old perceived hurdles (ie. Hey you don't have to
code _everything_!)go for it!  I wish they had this when I was a kid!”

Erin Thompson, “Awesome resource for children!. My 7 year old son randomly picked this book
up from the library a few weeks ago. I had no idea what it was but he was drawn to the colorful
drawings and the word "programming" and he wanted it. We took it home and I helped him set it
up. You have to download the Scratch program separately in order to use this book, since it'a
actually a programming guide for young children! We got it set up and within an hour he had
completely all the test programs and was building his own.Since his birthday was a few days
later, we decided to order him his own copy. He was elated when he unwrapped his brand new
copy of Super Scratch! He wanted to run to the computer and start playing immediately. My
husband is an amateur programmer and he couldn't be more proud of our son. It's awesome to
hear them talk about it together. Definitely a bonding moment.I highly recommend this book. If
your child is at all interested in the computer they'll probably love Super Scratch as well!”



Uncle Finnbar, “Great for getting kids of 8 or 9 going with computer programming. I tried my nine
year old first with Small Basic, but he quickly lost interest, whereas Scratch seems about right for
getting kids of that age interested in ore than just playing games - and instead to start learning to
make their own games instead. He is half way through this book now and still motivated, and
developing an understanding of programming, as well as starting to see that all that boring
maths he learns at school has some uses after all.So if you want to get yours starting with
programming, I can thoroughly recommend downloading Scratch which is free and buying this
book which is based on a series of adventures to accompany it.We bought the Kindle edition of
the book, which needs a colour screen to do it justice, and 7" is also a bit small for comfortable
reading, so I would suggest getting the paper edition instead.”

DarkSoul, “8 year old loves it. I bought this as a gift for my friends 8 year old. He loves it an has
not put it down since he got it. He needs a little parental super vision, but after chapter 2 was
petty self sufficient. Scratch can be downloaded for offline work or can be run directly on the
website.Anyone above about 13 would find it a bit too kiddy. I think 7-13 is about the right age
range.”

S. Coakley-Evans, “Great. Bought for my 8 year old grandson. I figured that if it was inevitable
that he would love all things electronic I would rather he got something more out of it than staring
at a screen.  He is needing help with the projects but loving it.”

Jason Noble, “Coding for kids - genius. Get this now! Scratch is great fun for adults and kids
alike and this book shows you all the features in easy to read steps.”

S. Willis, “Very good book. Bought for my son for Christmas, he loves it and has gone through it
cover to cover. Soon it will be time to get him into java.”

The book by Zack Zombie has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 107 people have provided feedback.
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